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Abstract 
 
 Increasing renewable energy development is often seen as an essential tool for combating 

global climate change, yet despite widespread support in theory, renewable energy often faces 

problems at the implementation stage. In the state of Washington, where voters have expressed a 

desire for greater renewable energy by mandating that 15% of their electricity must come from 

renewable sources by 2020, conflicts arise between the goals of the state and the desires of the 

local communities. Understanding how and why communities respond the way they do to 

renewable energy proposals is critical in resolving these conflicts. This study draws upon social 

movement theories to understand how the concepts of threat, political opportunity, and resources 

influenced community response to wind power projects in Kittitas County, Washington. The 

findings show that the localized framing of threat, limited political opportunity, and limited 

resources contributed to opposition being largely project-specific, while the countywide framing 

of benefits, significant political opportunity, and well-mobilized resources allowed support to 

carry across projects. This study helps provide context for not only the nature of opposition to 

wind energy projects, but of support as well. In addition, this research can help understand how 

to best move forward with energy policy in Washington and ensure greater democratic 

participation in the wind energy siting process.  
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Introduction 
 
 For policymakers, climate change introduces what scholars refer to as a “wicked 

problem”—one that is difficult to define, difficult to solve, and often extremely polarizing (Rittel 

& Webber, 1973). Unavoidably, responses to any problems classified as such are varied and 

widely debated. One option that is often proposed for dealing with this concern is increasing the 

adoption of renewable energy. Renewable energy is often touted as widely popular, with some 

even citing support as high as 90% or above for solar and wind energy (Greenberg, 2009). In 

Washington, voters have shown a preference for increasing renewable energy development, 

evidenced by the passage of a Renewable Portfolio Standard mandating that 15% of electricity 

generated in the state must be from renewable sources by 2020. However, a conflict often arises 

between the concept of renewable energy and the reality of an energy facility site proposal. Since 

2001, Kittitas County, Washington has seen multiple examples of this conflict, often to an 

extremely contentious degree. 

 Regardless of one’s policy preferences, it is important to understand why these conflicts 

occur. While some characterize opposition as selfish and egotistical, much of the current 

literature disproves that view. While gaining social acceptance of wind energy is cited as a 

reason for developers to more smoothly facilitate the siting process (Wüstenhagen, Wolsink, & 

Bürer, 2007), it is also important for the larger goal of democratic governance to ensure that local 

voices are heard, understood, and given proper consideration in the planning process. 

 This study is interested in understanding what drove the community’s reactions to wind 

power proposals in Kittitas County, Washington and why locals mobilized the way they did. 

Using concepts from the social movement and planning literature, I analyze the concepts of 

threat, political opportunity and resources to contextualize the wind power debate. The results 
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contribute to the literature on social mobilization in renewable energy siting in multiple ways. 

The findings indicate that the way that the community responds to wind power proposals 

individually and in aggregate can be dramatically influenced by the way the potential impacts are 

framed. Also, the evidence shows that the existence of political opportunity can be a major help 

or hindrance to groups attempting to mobilize for or against a wind project. For example, 

responses from interviewees tell a story in which a significant imbalance in political opportunity 

influenced perceptions of the openness of decision makers, which ultimately influenced 

decisions to participate in the process. Finally, they lend credence to the idea that resources, and 

the ability to capitalize on those resources, can factor into the ability of groups to mobilize based 

on their interests. 

 This paper begins with a review of the literature on energy siting and social mobilization, 

focusing on the role of threat, political opportunity, and resources. Next, I detail the research 

methodology I used to conduct this case study and analysis. Following the methodology, I delve 

into the background of Kittitas County, its history with land use and development, and the 

regulatory context for wind power siting. Finally, I analyze the results of the case study and 

discuss the implications they have for the larger wind power debate and for interested parties 

likely to participate in the process in the future.  
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Literature Review 
 

Research on renewable energy siting often focuses on the “social gap” between 

widespread public approval of renewable energy and opposition to specific projects at the 

community level (Aitken, 2010; Van der Horst, 2007; Wolsink, 2000). The term “NIMBY,” or 

“Not In My Back Yard” has often been used to describe opponents, who are believed to show 

support for renewable energy as a concept, but oppose it when it is nearby. In recent years, 

scholars such as Devine-Wright (2009) and Van der Horst (2007) have been pushing back 

against the characterization of opponents as NIMBYs, indicating that it is reductive, and simply 

“a succinct way of discrediting project opponents” (Burningham, 2000, p. 55). Studies 

challenging the validity of the “NIMBY” characterization typically focus on more complex 

explanations, such as place attachment (Devine-Wright, 2009) or institutional constraints 

(Wolsink, 2000). While this literature provides valuable insight and rejects the simplistic 

characterization of community opponents, it largely focuses on how perceptions and behaviors 

drive individual participation, and community response to wind power siting can be better 

characterized as collective action. To better understand collective action, this study turns to the 

social mobilization literature. 

Although social mobilization theory has traditionally been applied to political movements 

such as the American Civil Rights Movement, it has also been used to analyze other types of 

energy sources (e.g. Boudet & Ortolano, 2010). However, the concepts of social mobilization 

have not been used to analyze renewable energy. The theory provides a useful framework for 

analyzing community response to wind power siting, so this study aims to contribute to the 

literature in that vein. In addition, while much of the siting literature has focused on opposition, I 

intend to use social mobilization theory for an examination of the mobilization of both 
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opposition and support for wind energy projects. From the social mobilization literature, the 

concepts of threat, political opportunity, and resource mobilization are particularly relevant to the 

discussion of community response to wind energy siting. 

Threat 
 

Almeida (2003) defines threat as “the probability that existing benefits will be taken 

away or new harms inflicted if challenging groups fail to act collectively.” These are also 

referred to as “risks” in the planning literature (Schively, 2007). In the literature on opposition to 

energy projects, scholars typically employ surveys to determine motivating factors that make up 

opposition (Lesbirel & Shaw, 2005; Wolsink, 2007). In general, studies on opposition to energy 

development have found that questions over the necessity of a facility, location, and operational 

hazards will have an effect on individuals’ decisions to oppose projects (Dear, 1992; Hunter & 

Leyden, 1995; Lesbirel & Shaw, 2005; Zeiss, 1998). In looking at wind farms, studies have 

found issues such as concerns about the landscape (Jones & Eiser, 2010) and impacts on 

viewshed (Haggett, 2011). In fact, a previous study on the wind farm debate in Kittitas County 

found that these concerns, as well as impacts on wildlife and property values, were some of the 

issues that opponents brought up in the early discussion over wind farms (Abbott, 2010). 

Political Opportunity and Procedural Justice 
 

Political opportunity is defined as “elements of the political environment that impose 

constraints or provide opportunities for activism” (Carmin, 2003). This concept aims to provide a 

lens through which scholars can contextualize how the larger political structure creates or 

precludes opportunities for individuals to make their voices heard in the process. McAdam 

(1996) defines four dimensions of political opportunity: “(1) the relative openness or closure of 

the institutionalized political system; (2) the stability or instability of that broad set of elite 
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alignments that typically undergird a polity; (3) the presence or absence of elite allies; and (4) the 

state’s capacity and propensity for repression” (p. 27). Because the United States and the state of 

Washington do not enable state repression in energy siting decisions, Boudet and Ortolano 

(2010) justify the exclusion of the fourth dimension of political opportunity in a study such as 

this. 

The concept of political opportunity connects with the perception of procedural justice, 

which Ottinger et al. (2014) define as “the ability of the people and communities whose 

environment and health stand to be affected by a siting decision…to participate as equals in the 

decision-making process.” One important aspect of this is the perception of fairness in the 

process (Frey & Oberholzer-Gee, 1996). Perceptions of fairness are influenced by factors such as 

the ability of citizens to have input in the process, the siting of particular projects, and the 

perception of an accumulative impact of multiple facilities (Boholm, 2004; Freudenburg, 2004; 

Hunter & Leyden, 1995; Kunreuther et al., 1993; Lesbirel & Shaw, 2005). Much of the wind 

siting literature focuses on procedural justice, emphasizing that the perceived fairness or 

inclusion of the process may even be as or more important than the perceived impacts of the 

development (Gross, 2007; Hall, Ashworth, & Devine-Wright, 2013; Musall & Kuik, 2011; 

Wolsink, 2007; Wüstenhagen, Wolsink, & Bürer, 2007). 

Resources 
 
 In addition to threat and political opportunity, social movement scholars consider 

resources to be important in the ability of groups to mobilize. Specifically, resources in the form 

of organizations, funding, information, and experience are considered relevant to social 

mobilization (Carmin, 2003). Ottinger, Hargrave, and Hopson (2014) indicate that in a pluralistic 

process, in which citizens must state their cases individually before decision makers, those who 
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understand the technocratic language that appeals to regulators (i.e. those with the resources) are 

heard much more prominently than those who do not have the same kind of access to scientific 

parlance. Also, resources alone are not sufficient to mobilization. Successful mobilization often 

involves groups using existing organizational structures, referred to as social appropriation, to 

increase the resources available to them (McAdam, Tarrow, & Tilly, 2001; Tarrow, 1998; Welsh, 

Warland, & Smith, 1997). 

 Sensing a connection among the themes of threat, political opportunity, and resources 

(and the appropriation thereof), McAdam (1982/1999) created a political process model to 

understand how they work together, not separately, to contribute to mobilization. Boudet and 

Ortolano (2010) applied this to energy facility siting, suggesting that once an energy facility has 

been proposed, those who would potentially be affected assess what those impacts would be. 

Next, they determine the political opportunity available to them to push for their desired outcome 

and evaluate the resources available to them and how they can successfully appropriate existing 

organizational structures to benefit them. Although this framework was used to study opposition 

to liquefied natural gas plants, the underlying themes and process of social mobilization can be 

applied to understanding support and opposition to wind power siting.  
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Methods 
 

I analyzed newspaper articles, editorials, and interviews to provide insight into social 

mobilization around wind power siting in Kittitas County, Washington. This project was 

designed as part of a larger study on community mobilization around wind power in the U.S. 

West. Kittitas County was chosen as a case because there were many large-scale (greater than 50 

MW) wind power proposals in the county between 2002 and 2013. 

Using the strategy outlined in McAdam and Boudet (2012), I collected and analyzed 

newspaper articles, letters and editorials, and interviews to provide an in-depth understanding of 

the wind power debate in Kittitas County. Articles relevant to wind power in Kittitas County 

were collected from the Ellensburg Daily Record and the Yakima Herald-Republic using the 

search terms “wind farm,” “wind energy,” “wind power,” “wind turbine,” “wind park,” and 

“wind project” on NewsBank’s Access World News database (Access World News, n.d.). In 

total, there were 377 articles and 95 editorials and letters to the editor from the Ellensburg Daily 

Record and 99 articles and 57 editorials and letters to the editor from the Yakima Herald-

Republic between 2001 and 2013. I used these sources to identify important actors, events, and 

projects in the Kittitas County wind siting process. I contacted twenty-one potential interviewees 

and nineteen responded for an interview (90% response rate). These 19 actors included three 

county commissioners, three county staff, four community opponents, three community 

supporters, four project representatives, and two state employees. Nineteen interviews were 

conducted, twelve of which were in person and seven of which were over the phone from 

November 2015 to March 2016. Interviews ranged from 24 minutes to 1 hour, 13 minutes, with 

an average length of 50 minutes. Interviews were semi-structured and focused primarily on 

community context, political engagement, motivations for participating in the process, and 
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conflict between the county and local processes (see appendix for full interview protocol). The 

interviews were transcribed and coded to identify major themes surrounding mobilization for or 

against the wind energy projects. Theoretical concepts from social mobilization literature, such 

as threats, political opportunity, and resources, were used to guide the coding process. In my 

analysis, I used the following codebook: 

Code Definition Example 
THREATS Concerns that opponents had about the impacts of wind farms 

Visual impacts Concerns about visual 
impacts of wind farms 

“that was a motivator for a lot 
of people—the loss of that 
viewscape” 

Economic impacts Concerns about economic 
impacts of wind farms 

“the impact on property 
values” 

Safety impacts Concerns about safety or 
health hazards posed by wind 
turbines 

“ice throw” 

Wildlife impacts Concerns about impacts on 
birds or other animals 

“we felt, anyway, there would 
be interference with the flight 
of birds” 

PROCEDURAL Concerns about the openness of the process 
Trust/lack of trust in 
developer 

Discussed how they or others 
felt about the developer 

“those issues wouldn’t have 
come up if they would have 
worked with us on the sites… 
but they wanted what they 
wanted” 

Process is unfair/rigged Expressed that they felt the 
process was not fair 

“I feel that the process is 
rigged to lose” 

OPPORTUNITY Benefits that supporters perceived from the wind farms 
Economic Economic benefits from wind 

farms 
“tax impacts and the impact 
to the community’s tax base” 

Political Discussion of political 
avenues available to 
supporters or opponents 

“the need for alternative 
energy mostly driven by 
requirements plugged in the 
state’s legislative body” 

RESOURCES Discussion of resources 
available to supporters or 
opponents 

“you just don’t have that 
much resources” 

MISCELLANEOUS Other relevant information  
Community context Discussion of relevant local 

context 
“agriculture is the single 
largest economy base” 
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Background 
 
County context 
 

Kittitas County is located in central Washington, stretching from the Cascade mountains 

to the Columbia River. It is adjacent to King County and is accessible from Seattle via I-90. The 

county is approximately 2,297 square miles, with a population density of 17.8 houses per square 

mile. The county includes state and federal lands, which includes parts of Mt. Rainier National 

Park and the Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest. The Stuart Mountain Range and Wenatchee 

Mountains stretch into the county, and the views of these mountains are regarded as iconic and 

cherished in the community. The county is known for being particularly windy, with one resident 

characterizing it as “so hard that it’ll blow you out of a tree” (interview 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Map of Kittitas County 
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The population estimate as of 2015 is 42,670, with 44.1% in the county seat Ellensburg, 

44.8% living in unincorporated parts of the county, and the remaining 11.1% in the cities of 

Kittitas, Cle Elum, Roslyn, and South Cle Elum. Central Washington University is located in 

Ellensburg and is one of the county’s largest employers. As of the 2010 Census, Kittitas County 

is 89.3% white. Median household income is $45,406. The county is reliably conservative, 

electing Republicans to state House, state Senate, and U.S. Congress, and voted for Republican 

candidates in the gubernatorial, Congressional, Senate, and presidential races in 2012. The three 

key populations, as described by county commissioner Obie O’Brien, are “the town folks, the 

gown folks, being the college, and the dirt folks, being the farmers” (interview 2). 

The county has historically been supported by agriculture, primarily producing Timothy 

hay, and recreation. Although there is a history of mining in the county, the area has not seen 

significant energy generation in the past, being served primarily by Public Utility Districts and 

Puget Sound Energy (interview 3; Ochran, n.d.). There is, however, access to transmission lines 

that cross through the county, mainly bringing power from eastern Washington to serve the load 

in western Washington. According to interviews, land use and growth management have 

historically been the most contentious issues driving politics in Kittitas County (interviews 4, 5, 

6, 7). Although there have not been many proposals for energy development, residential and 

commercial development are very common in the county. One interviewee pointed to an increase 

in the late 1990s of residential development, which she described as a "wave of the west side 

development coming in here, purchasing land, and building residences” (interview 8). 

Another notable example comes in the form of a large, very controversial residential and 

commercial development. Shortly before the first wind power project was proposed in Kittitas 

County, residents clashed over the proposed Suncadia Resort on the Cle Elum River. The 
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Yakama Nation and a citizens group called RIDGE filed numerous appeals with the county and 

state over concerns about environmental impacts, water rights, and adhering to state growth 

management standards (Gallagher, 2000a; Gallagher, 2000b). The county ultimately approved 

the project in 2001 and both the Yakama Nation and RIDGE came to agreements with the 

developers which involved mitigation, a reduction in housing development, and higher wages for 

workers. 

The one previous discussion over energy development occurred in the 1950s, when the 

county was presented with a proposal—if they invested in building the Wanapum Dam on the 

Columbia River on the border with Grant County, they would share ownership with Grant 

County and benefit from its hydroelectric power. The county turned down the opportunity, which 

one interviewee chalked up to the county being “so insular and so isolated and so protectionist” 

(interview 9) and another credited to politicians saying, “Unless something greased our palm, we 

don’t want a part of it” (interview 1). As a result, Grant County Public Utility District owns, 

operates, and benefits from the dam. 

Regulatory context for siting wind in Kittitas County 
 

According to Kittitas County land use regulations, wind developers seeking to gain 

county approval for projects must apply for a comprehensive plan amendment, zoning change, 

Conditional Use Permit, and development agreement for construction and development. This 

process involves making their case before the Kittitas County Planning Commission, which 

makes a recommendation to the Kittitas County Board of Commissioners, which ultimately 

makes the decision. The county conducts environmental review and solicits public input through 

the use of public hearings and public comments, all of which is required by Washington’s State 

Environmental Policy Act. Ultimately, the county makes a decision based on whether the 
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commissioners and staff feel that the project meets the criteria laid out in statutes. If the county 

denies a project, the developer has the option to bring its case to the Washington State Energy 

Facility Site Evaluation council (EFSEC). 

 The Washington State Legislature established the Energy Facility Site Evaluation 

Council in 1970 to simplify the evaluation of large-scale energy facilities, such as thermal power 

plants, oil and gas pipelines, and certain oil and gas processing facilities (Hornbaker & Rodgers, 

2001). In 2001, the Legislature passed House Bill 2247, granting EFSEC jurisdiction to review 

proposals for alternative energy facilities. Applicants can, but are not required to, apply to 

EFSEC as an alternative to applying to the county in which the company intends to site a project. 

If a developer chooses to seek permitting at the state level, they must go through environmental 

review, the public input process, and permit review in front of the county Planning Commission 

and Board of Commissioners as part of the process to make the project consistent with county 

zoning and comprehensive plan codes. If the developer and county are unable to reach a deal and 

EFSEC finds that the developer worked in good faith, EFSEC can preempt local decision 

making. 

In 2006, voters in Washington passed Initiative 937, which mandated that utilities obtain 

15% of their electricity from renewable resources by 2020. The initiative passed with 52% of the 

vote statewide, but in Kittitas County, it failed with only 48% of the vote. Although the passage 

of this initiative was not mentioned as a galvanizing event, some opponents indicated that they 

felt this was one of the main reasons the developers were proposing projects in the county. 

Notably, the Kittitas Audubon Society opposed the initiative due to their concerns over wind 

power and its potential impacts on birds (interview 10). 
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Fig. 2. Map of approved (blue) and denied (red) wind projects in Kittitas County 
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Results 
 
Mobilization in Kittitas County 
 

The opposition to wind power projects in Kittitas County fell mainly into two categories: 

threat concerns and process concerns. The threats were issues that they perceived would arise 

from approving the wind energy proposals, and they could be categorized as visual, economic, 

safety, and environmental concerns. All opponents that I interviewed cited some or all of these 

threats as the reason they decided to oppose the projects. The process concerns were perceptions 

that the process was not being carried out on equal footing. These process concerns tended to 

differ between the county process and the state process. 

Opposition to wind power in Kittitas County began when Houston-based EDP 

Renewables (formerly known as Zilkha Renewable Energy and Horizon Wind Energy) proposed 

the Kittitas Valley Wind Power Project in 2003. Facing a new type of energy generation that was 

foreign to the area, residents began debating whether these wind farms would pose a threat to the 

character of the Kittitas Valley. In the words of one opponent, “I moved to a rural setting to be in 

a rural setting, not to be in an industrial setting” (interview 5). Specifically, some were concerned 

about the impacts the wind farms could have on the local viewshed, property values, and 

wildlife. In addition, residents were concerned that the company chose to apply to EFSEC 

instead of directly to the county, although they would still need to seek county approval as part 

of the EFSEC process. Opposition grew even more when California-based EDF Renewable 

Energy (formerly known as enXco) proposed the Desert Claim Wind Power Project, which 

would be located near the Kittitas Valley proposal, only a few weeks later. Unlike EDP 

Renewables, EDF-RE applied to the county, although they would later appeal to the state when 

the county rejected their proposal.  
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Name Turbines MW Year Proposed Final 
Decision 

Status 

Kittitas Valley (EDP 
Renewables) 

48 100.8 2003 (EFSEC) 2008 Approved, 
Operating 

Desert Claim (EDF-
RE) 

95 190 2003 (county), 2006 
(EFSEC) 

2010 Approved 

Wild Horse (EDP 
Renewables) 

149 273 2004 (EFSEC) 2007 Approved, 
Operating 

Vantage (Invenergy) 60 90 2007 (county) 2008 Approved, 
Operating 

Swauk Valley (Swauk 
Valley Ranch) 

5 4.25 2011 (county) 2011 Approved, 
Operating 

Columbia Plateau 
(Columbia Plateau 
Energy Facility LLC) 

55 135 2011 (county) 2013 Withdrawn 

 Table 1. Wind projects proposed in Kittitas County 
 

As soon as opposition to wind projects arose in Kittitas County, so did support. 

Supporters focused on economic opportunities that they felt would arise from the wind farms, 

both to the landowners leasing to the companies and to the county’s tax base. Individual 

supporters appealed to the county occasionally, but the projects also gained institutional support 

in the form of endorsements from the local economic development entities. 

Because of the conflict between county decision making and state decision making, 

opponents were also concerned about the role of EFSEC and whether it would choose to overrule 

the county’s decisions. This opened up a discussion of new concerns about how open and fair the 

EFSEC process was—although opponents generally felt their voices were heard, many did not 

feel they were listened to. Jamie Carmody, the lawyer for an opposition group, said “their voice 

had to be heard at the state level, but not in a way that I think that voice was respected” 

(interview 11). These concerns were raised with regard to the Kittitas Valley and Desert Claim 

projects, although they were not prominent in the debate over the Wild Horse Wind Power 

Project, which was also proposed by EDP Renewables and permitted at the state level. Wild 
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Horse faced little opposition due to its relatively remote location in the county, and the 

opposition it did face was in regard to wildlife impacts. 

The process at the state level is nearly identical to the county level process, save for the 

ultimate decision makers. In Kittitas County, the option for the developer to ask the state to 

preempt the county created a conflict that arose repeatedly concerning the overlapping 

jurisdiction of county government and EFSEC in considering alternative energy siting proposals. 

This issue became most evident in the permitting of the Kittitas Valley Wind Power Project and 

the Desert Claim Wind Power Project, the former of which was appealed to the state Supreme 

Court. Both were rejected at the county level, which prompted their respective developers to 

pursue permitting through EFSEC. 

 
Fig. 3. Wind siting process timeline 

Seeking to encourage developers to apply to the county instead of the state and to 

streamline the process (interview 12), the county implemented a wind farm overlay zone in 2007, 
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which specified areas of the county that would be appropriate for wind farms. This led Invenergy 

Wind to propose the Vantage Wind Power Project inside the wind overlay zone, next to the 

existing Wild Horse project. As the Wild Horse location was uncontroversial, so was the 

Vantage location. The project was so uncontroversial, in fact, that only eight individuals or local 

groups commented on the project, of which five were for and three were against. Again, the only 

concerns raised were impacts on wildlife. 

Opposition arose again in 2011 when two proposals were made for the county to expand 

the wind energy overlay zone. A proposal to expand the zone to encompass the Swauk Valley 

Ranch so they could build a small-scale wind installation faced little opposition and was quickly 

approved, but a proposal to expand the zone to encompass land owned by a local developer to 

build a large-scale wind farm inspired significant opposition from nearby landowners. Similar to 

the opposition to Kittitas Valley and Desert Claim, these concerns focused on the impacts on 

viewshed and economic viability of nearby property. When the county denied the request, the 

developer returned in 2013 with a revised plan, but ultimately pulled the application when it was 

clear that the outcome would remain the same (interview 13). 

Project Decision Maker Level of Controversy 

Kittitas Valley EFSEC (2003-2008) High (97 comments) 

Desert Claim County (2003-2005), 
EFSEC (2006-2010) 

High (78 comments) 

Wild Horse EFSEC (2004-2005) Low (32 comments) 

Vantage County (2007-2008) Low (16 comments) 

Swauk Valley County (2011-2012) Low 

Columbia Plateau County (2011, 2013) High 
Table 2. Mobilization in Kittitas County  
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Opposition 
 

Opposition to wind farm proposals in Kittitas County was site-specific and largely 

localized by project. Because the Kittitas Valley and Desert Claim projects were in roughly the 

same area, there was some overlap in opposition between the two projects, but that opposition 

did not extend to the other proposals. I argue that the reason opposition was site-specific instead 

of widespread was due to the framing of the threat posed by the projects, the lack of political 

opportunity to push for denial of the proposals, and the lack of resources available to opponents. 

Framing of Threat 
 

Opponents focused largely on the impacts of living near wind turbines—all of the 

interviewees mentioned aesthetic, safety, or economic concerns as a factor in opposition, and 

three of the four opponents highlighted these as being particularly important. Specifically, 

opponents were most concerned about impacts on viewshed, especially the view of the Stuart 

Mountain Range toward which many homes were oriented; noise; shadow flicker; and negative 

impacts on property values of nearby homes. Opponents described concerns about “spoil[ing] the 

natural vistas,” (interview 9), ruining an “iconic view” (interview 10), and blocking “the ability 

to see all the stars and the northern lights” (interview 5). Opponents also mentioned wildlife 

concerns, however these concerns did not appear to be as significant as the proximity concerns. 

For example, in the public comments on the Desert Claim project at EFSEC, only about a quarter 

of the 78 comments specifically mentioned wildlife impacts. In contrast, 37% of comments 

mentioned proximity issues. In addition, concerns about wildlife did not carry across all projects. 

While many mentioned wildlife concerns in their opposition to the Kittitas Valley and Desert 

Claim wind farms, most of those individuals did not oppose Wild Horse, despite Kittitas 

Audubon Society member Hal Lindstrom’s suggestion that Wild Horse had a significant 
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potential impact on wildlife because of its location in a “critical area… right between the only 

two Greater sage grouse populations in the state” that blocked access of the two populations to 

their historical nesting area (interview 10). In fact, the other opponents I interviewed stated that 

Wild Horse was the least controversial because it had little impact (interviews 5, 9, 11). 

These proximity concerns, while entirely valid, affect only a segment of the population. 

Framing the threat posed by wind power projects in this way makes it difficult for opponents to 

mobilize large numbers of people because they would only convince those who might be 

affected in the same way. In addition, aesthetic concerns in particular are subjective, and 

therefore open to interpretation, so while many felt threatened by the appearance of wind 

turbines, others were supportive of the idea. Former Economic Development Group director 

Debbie Strand recalled a former colleague address this subjectivity by saying, "I can look at my 

wife and say she’s beautiful. Somebody else can look at her and say she’s a dog” (interview 8). 

These concerns effectively galvanized opposition to each project, but because the number of 

individuals who would be impacted varied from project to project, these concerns only mobilized 

those who felt they would be impacted. This precluded a more sustained effort across cases that 

could have had a greater effect on the final outcomes of the projects. 

One example of the site-specific nature of opposition was the major opposition to the 

Kittitas Valley project compared to the relatively little opposition to the Wild Horse project, 

which was built by the same developer. At EFSEC hearings, the Kittitas Valley project inspired 

much more controversy than the Wild Horse project—individuals, groups, and agencies provided 

97 comments and 42 pieces of public testimony at the hearings on Kittitas Valley, whereas 

individuals, groups, and agencies provided only 32 comments and 17 pieces of public testimony 

at the hearings on Wild Horse. Furthermore, almost all of the individuals that I interviewed on 
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various sides of the debate suggested that because Wild Horse was not located near Ellensburg or 

the surrounding area, it did not receive significant opposition. Kittitas Valley, on the other hand, 

was fiercely opposed because it was to be located in the viewshed of the Stuart Range.  

A unique example of how the framing of threat precluded broader opposition was the 

Columbia Plateau Energy Facility proposal. The proposal began in 2011 as a request to expand 

the wind energy overlay zone to include property owned by the developer. Nearby residents 

formed Kittitas Residents Opposed to Windfarm Sprawl (KROWS) to protest the project, citing 

concerns similar to those of the other projects—they were concerned about impacts on scenic 

vistas, impacts on property values, and safety concerns related to pilots’ access to a private 

airstrip nearby. Most notably, however, the discussion of the Columbia Plateau proposal became 

heated once the opponents brought up the fact that one of the partners in the proposal was based 

in South Korea. Although I was not able to contact any of the opponents to interview, this issue 

was brought up in an editorial in the newspaper and was confirmed by my interview with the 

developer, Gene Martin (Lack of Civility, 2011; interview 13). It is also worth noting that only 

three interviewees mentioned the Columbia Plateau project, one of which was its developer—

even if they were not active in the debates over all the wind farms, the opponents I interviewed 

made mention of the other four large proposals, but not Columbia Plateau. This may be because 

they were not aware of its development because they did not live nearby, because they were tired 

of participating in the process, or because they did not want to be associated with the opponents 

of the Columbia Plateau project. 

Opponents’ Political Opportunity 
 

In addition to the narrow framing of threats posed by the wind power projects, 

opponents’ efforts were hindered by a process in which it was difficult for them to win. Facing 
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little support at the state level, an unfamiliar venue, and ultimately a lack of options for appeal, it 

was difficult for opponents to effectively pursue the outcomes for which they were looking. 

When the Kittitas Valley Wind Power Project was proposed in 2003, the concept of wind 

power was new to Kittitas County. Therefore, when citizens began forming positions for and 

against the projects, the county commissioners served as a neutral party without predetermined 

opinions on the benefits or costs of wind power—former commissioner David Bowen explained 

that “it was new to everybody here, and so we were trying to be very diligent at identifying 

impacts and mitigating them everywhere we could” (interview 12). At the state level, however, 

there was already support for wind power and for a stronger role of the state in making decisions 

on related issues. When the state legislature gave EFSEC the ability to review alternative energy 

proposals and preempt local decision making, they were looking for a more centralized siting 

process in which they could weigh larger societal issues with local concerns (interviews 14, 15). 

During the time EFSEC was considering the Kittitas Valley project, the state of 

Washington elected Democratic Governor Christine Gregoire and passed a ballot initiative that 

called for 15% of electricity to come from renewable energy sources. These events created a less 

favorable scenario for opponents because they made it more likely that the governor-appointed 

siting council would see a greater benefit than cost to permit the wind farms. This potential was 

not lost on opponents—as one local opponent said, “EFSEC… they exist to put the projects in, 

not to stop them” (interview 5). In fact, the opponents felt that not only was the state friendly to 

wind power, but that there were also improper dealings between EFSEC and the project 

developers. Opponents obtained phone records showing that the EFSEC chair made contact with 

the developers of one of the projects before they issued decisions, which they felt “it was almost 

like they were plotting and scheming on how these things would go, and then EFSEC goes to the 
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governor, gets the decision made, and comes back to them” (interview 5). This further cemented 

the idea that the process was slanted against opponents and they were left out. The feeling of 

powerlessness likely caused many to abandon future opposition, as one opponent said he did not 

continue to oppose later wind farms because he “didn’t feel it would be productive” and was 

“weary” of the process (interview 10). 

Ultimately, the focus on aesthetic and economic concerns proved effective at the county 

level when community groups opposed Kittitas Valley, Desert Claim, and Columbia Plateau and 

the county commissioners denied those projects. Given that elected officials are also members of 

the community, it is likely that they would be open to viewing the threats on the same scale as 

their neighbors and constituents. Also, given that the county commission is charged with 

protecting the interests of the community, it is clear that the commissioners would listen closely 

to a concerned community group. When Kittitas Valley and Desert Claim went to the state, the 

decision makers changed, but the opponents used the same arguments that worked at the county 

commission. EFSEC is a state siting council, and thus considers projects on a statewide scale that 

any individual county cannot. While aesthetic concerns and impacts on property values may be 

effective arguments at the county level, a state siting council weighs those concerns against the 

goals of the state, and the opponents were not able to mobilize anyone who was able to persuade 

the council or the governor that the localized costs were greater than the statewide benefits. 

The Kittitas Valley Wind Power Project was the first wind project in Washington to seek 

approval at EFSEC. The venue, therefore, was new and unfamiliar to opponents in Kittitas 

County, who only had experience at the county level. This unfamiliarity did not stop opponents 

from mobilizing—by all accounts, the opposition to the Kittitas Valley project was constant 

between the county and state level. The disadvantage they faced, however, was an ability to 
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navigate this new institutional venue. The main opposition group, Residents Opposed to Kittitas 

Turbines, worked with two lawyers who had experience with and knowledge of Washington 

state law. One of those lawyers, Jamie Carmody, said about the EFSEC process: “Laypeople 

could not have negotiated their way through it without a significant legal piece to it” (interview 

11). The necessity for legal involvement made it difficult for a community group to make their 

case in the same way that they were able to at the county level. 

When the governor approved the Kittitas Valley project, opponents, including Kittitas 

County government, challenged the state’s ability to overrule the county’s decision and appealed 

to the state Supreme Court, where they lost. After this decision was made, opponents ran out of 

options to further challenge decisions on wind power projects—they could continue to oppose 

future projects at the county and state level, but they had exhausted their avenues for appeal. This 

lack of options made it much more difficult to inspire significant opposition, and approval of the 

Desert Claim project cemented this idea even further. Although EFSEC has not been asked to 

consider another wind project in Kittitas County since Desert Claim, multiple decisions in favor 

of wind farms are likely to further dampen opponents’ ability to mobilize in the future. County 

Commissioner Paul Jewell indicated as such, saying that when the state Supreme Court upheld 

EFSEC’s ability to override the county’s decision, “not much resulted from it, other than a bit of 

a feeling of helplessness” (interview 16). Furthermore, according to Gene Martin, developer of 

the Columbia Plateau Energy Facility proposal, the county told him that if he took his proposal 

to EFSEC, they would not oppose him because they knew they would lose (interview 13). 

Resources 
 

In general, opposition groups did not have the resources to maintain a long-term fight 

against wind farms. Groups were formed in response to projects, so they did not have did not 
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have longstanding organizational structure or significant monetary support. One member of an 

opposition group noted that although they were able to hire a lawyer, "there were probably ten or 

twelve of us in all those hundreds of people that actually supported paying for the lawyer… so 

you just don’t have that [many] resources” (interview 5). Although opponents were able to 

communicate via email lists, they did not have the resources for greater recruiting tools. In 

addition, despite some statements of support for local control by Congressman Doc Hastings and 

Senator Maria Cantwell as well as “general support outside of the area for the issues presented in 

the case” (interview 11), opponents received little support from outside the community. This led 

to a feeling of the county and the developers as a “David versus Goliath” story, but in this story, 

the county was unable to fell the giant (interview 11). 

Support 
 

While there were far more prominent opponents than supporters of the wind projects in 

Kittitas County, support continued across projects, with many projects receiving support from 

the same individuals and groups. I argue that the reason support was more consistent across 

projects was because of the framing of the opportunities that would come from approving the 

projects, the political opportunity to push for approval of the proposals, and the resources that 

were available to proponents of the wind farms. 

Framing of Opportunity 
 

While opponents focused on the aesthetic and economic impacts to individual 

homeowners, supporters emphasized the economic benefit to the community and to participating 

landowners. In particular, supporters pointed to the potential tax benefits the wind farms would 

provide to the community and to public services provided by taxing districts. Former Kittitas 

County Chamber of Commerce Economic Development Director Ron Cridlebaugh saw the 
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benefit that “not only is it green energy, but it provides a lot of tax revenue, provides well-paying 

jobs, and…property taxes and other taxation that they paid, both real property and personal 

property taxes” (interview 17). The framing of the benefits of wind farms as community-wide 

made it easier for supporters of one project to endorse another project because they would 

ostensibly offer the same economic benefit regardless of their location. 

Supporters’ Political Opportunity 
 

While opposition groups formed in response to the wind power proposals and did not 

exist before or after the siting process, support for the projects came from more established 

institutional structures. Two of the major supporters of wind power projects in Kittitas County 

were the Economic Development Group (EDG) and the Kittitas County Chamber of Commerce 

(CoC), both of which endorsed every wind farm in the county. In addition, members of both 

groups testified in support of the wind farms at public hearings. Because the EDG and the CoC 

were long-established groups in the community that existed outside of the wind power debate, 

they benefitted from organizational infrastructure and their professional clout. In addition, while 

the fact that the state was more inclined to support renewable energy was a problem for the 

opponents, the fact that Governor Gregoire was generally supportive of renewable energy and 

Initiative 937 required more investment in renewable energy provided additional support that 

carried across cases when projects went before EFSEC. 

Resources 
 

In these cases, the multinational companies proposing these projects had access to 

significant resources. They did not use their resources to prop up support in the county (interview 

1), but rather hire legal and scientific advice as well as open the opportunity to permit at the state 

level—seeking project approval at EFSEC was significantly more expensive than at the county 
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level (interview 18), but because the developers had the resources, costs did not introduce as 

many barriers to them as they did to opponents. Also, although the debate mostly involved 

groups from within the county, newspapers and EFSEC documents show that the Portland-based 

Renewable Northwest Project lent their support to the Kittitas Valley and Desert Claim projects. 

In the county, the supporters also benefited from the institutional resources of the Economic 

Development Group and the Kittitas County Chamber of Commerce. While these groups did not 

mobilize significant monetary resources, members of their organizations testified in support of 

various wind farm proposals and they were able to lend their organizational support to the 

proponents’ cause as well. Another unique way that developers and supporters organized and 

mobilized resources was by working with local stakeholders to form the Central Washington 

Renewable Energy Collaborative (CWREC), which brought together county officials, Central 

Washington University, Puget Sound Energy, Desert Claim developer EDF Renewable Energy, 

and the county Chamber of Commerce in 2009. The formation of CWREC allowed the 

developer and the county to work out their differences on the Desert Claim project and the 

county dropped its opposition at EFSEC (interview 19).  
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Discussion 
 
Policy Implications 
 
Implications for Washington 
 
 For the state of Washington and the larger debate over wind power siting, this research 

raises an important question: how do we balance the desire for increased deployment of 

renewable energy with the democratic need for local voices to be heard? Scholars see this as 

central to ecological modernization (Wolsink, 2007). For some, the need to combat climate 

change means installing new renewable energy generation sources wherever possible, and thus it 

is worth it to trade off some local autonomy for the good of the state and the country. For others, 

however, this reflects what they see as a growing trend of western Washington imposing its will 

on eastern Washington and bending to the will of a profit-seeking industry. If the state is 

interested in increasing renewable energy, raising the level of review from the county level to the 

state level appears to be an effective method of ensuring approval—the state has yet to reject a 

wind farm that has gone before EFSEC. However, each instance of overriding local decision 

making is likely to further strain relations between state government and both community 

members and county officials in the places where decisions have been overridden. The state or 

county may wish to alter the process—Ottinger, Hargrave, and Hopson (2014) suggest a 

collaborative process in which developers, community members, and officials work together to 

provide input on a project and developers are expected to alter the proposal based on stakeholder 

input. In this process, permits would be issued after sufficient collaboration occurred. If the state 

is interested in increasing local access to decision making on siting wind energy projects, it may 

be necessary to examine alternative structures such as this to balance the concerns of the state 

with the concerns of the local communities. 
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Implications for Opponents 
 
 The experience in Kittitas County poses some challenges for wind farm opponents who 

feel that they are being encroached upon by turbines. Ultimately, it may be impossible to find a 

venue for opponents to win, but they would be best served by looking at how to mobilize more 

people at various levels to support their cause. Because political opportunity is limited by 

institutional decision making structures (Ottinger, Hargrave, & Hopson, 2014), opponents should 

examine the framing of threat and resources. Opponents may wish to examine issues that EFSEC 

would find more compelling; these may be region-wide impacts or examples from other areas of 

negative impacts that are on a larger scale than interruption of viewshed or reduction of nearby 

property values. Because the state Supreme Court affirmed EFSEC’s jurisdiction over alternative 

energy projects, opponents may wish to focus efforts on convincing the state legislature to weigh 

in on the matter with new legislation. Given the makeup of the legislature, this is likely to be 

difficult, but the literature indicates that political opportunity is positively associated with contact 

with elected representatives who will advocate for them (Carmin, 2003). Therefore, the 

opponents’ chances may be greater at the legislature because legislators are elected, while the 

members of EFSEC are appointed by the governor. 

Implications for Developers 
 
 With the current political situation and institutional setup in Washington, wind power 

developers face some hurdles, but can be confident that the state is friendly to their cause. If they 

wish to increase their chances at the county level, which would be less costly and may engender 

less opposition along the way, they might wish to work with county officials on concrete ways to 

identify sites that would be acceptable to community members in advance of proposing a project. 

There will always be some who refuse to accept wind power anywhere in their county, but at 
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least in the case of Kittitas County, most opposition was to location, not power source. This kind 

of collaboration could help create opportunities for involving the community, which studies have 

shown would have a demonstrable effect on community acceptance (Gross, 2007; Musall & 

Kuik, 2011; Ottinger, Hargrave, & Hopson, 2014). Although there have not been many projects 

proposed since Kittitas County instituted their wind energy overlay zone, the successes of the 

Vantage and Swauk Valley projects seem to indicate that there are solutions that can be found to 

permit wind farms in the county successfully and relatively quickly. Similarly, the development 

of CWREC appears to be a way for the developers to work collaboratively with the county and 

local leaders to find solutions. In addition, the literature suggests that there may be ways to 

address some of the concerns of non-participating landowners—Hall, Ashworth, and Devine-

Wright (2013) detail compensation schemes that could provide some sort of relief to neighboring 

landowners who feel they are being imposed upon by having wind turbines located near them. 

This may be especially helpful if opponents feel they will suffer economic impacts and 

developers are able to assuage those concerns. If collaborative techniques do not work, the 

Kittitas Valley, Desert Claim, and Wild Horse projects have shown that EFSEC is always a 

viable route for a developer willing to spend more money, even if it brings them into conflict 

with the local community.  
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Conclusions 
 
 The debate over wind power siting in Kittitas County has been long and contentious. 

Supporters, excited by the economic development opportunities that the projects posed, came 

into conflict with opponents, who were concerned about the impacts they would have on the way 

of life in the county. While opposition grew in response to each project, it did not spread across 

all the projects in the county, meaning that any efforts were ultimately focused on specific 

projects instead of a countywide resistance. This was largely driven by the narrow framing of the 

threat posed by individual projects, which made it difficult to mobilize those who did not live 

near the projects or would not be able to see them. Their efforts were also hindered by a lack of 

political opportunity, facing a state with different priorities. The political makeup of the state and 

the Renewable Portfolio Standard instituted by voters in the middle of the debate made it 

difficult for opponents to inspire support at higher levels because the state had a mandate from 

the voters to increase renewable energy production. In addition, opponents ran out of effective 

avenues for appeal once the state Supreme Court set a precedent by ruling in favor of EFSEC 

and affirming their ability to override local decisions. Finally, a lack of resources made it 

difficult for opponents to effectively communicate their message consistently and widely 

enough, and a lack of support from outside the county certainly did not inspire turnout. 

  Supporters, on the other hand, mobilized more consistently from project to project, 

which was due in part to the ability of supporters to frame the benefits of wind farms as 

economic development opportunities. By framing the benefits as adding countywide value, 

supporters made it easy to support multiple projects, regardless of where they were in the county. 

Supporters also benefited greatly from greater political opportunity—where the opponents lacked 

opportunity, supporters had a friendly ear. With a governor and governor-appointed siting 
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council amenable to the potential benefits of wind power, supporters did not suffer from the 

same feeling of helplessness that plagued opponents. Supporters also did not suffer from a lack 

of resources—although the developers did not spend significant money on building support in 

the community, they had immense resources to respond to every issue raised by decision makers 

or opponents. Their efforts were also supplemented by outside support coming from the 

Renewable Northwest Project in Portland, Oregon. In Kittitas County, supporters also benefited 

from the institutional support of the Economic Development Group and the Chamber of 

Commerce, which had organizational resources and lent credence to the idea of local support by 

formally endorsing multiple wind farm proposals. 

Limitations and Future Research 
 
 This study focused on a debate over wind power that began in 2003. As a result, some 

respondents had difficultly recalling events and timelines very clearly. While I was able to 

supplement their timelines with newspapers and some additional research, their feelings and 

responses may have been somewhat tempered by the passage of time. Further study may wish to 

focus on more recent development—this could include the recent increase in solar development 

in the area or, if the Desert Claim project begins construction or the Columbia Plateau project 

ends up before EFSEC, a renewed debate over wind farms. This would provide an interesting 

comparison of multiple time periods to evaluate mobilization and to see whether both sides 

learned from the initial processes. In addition, the sample I chose was purposive, designed to 

understand the perspectives of prominent individuals in the debate. As with any qualitative 

study, it is possible that the views presented by interviewees did not represent every individual 

experience of those who participated in the process.  
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Appendix A. Interviews 
 
Number Name Affiliation Date 
1 D. Knudson Supporter 11/5/15 
2 O. O’Brien County Commissioner 11/2/15 
3 B. Lenz Puget Sound Energy 11/3/15 
4 C. White Former County Planner 3/8/16 
5 Community Member A Opponent 2/19/16 
6 P. Johnson Former County Representative (EFSEC) 2/19/16 
7 D. Piercy Former County Community Services 

Director 
2/24/16 

8 D. Strand Supporter 11/2/15 
9 S. Lathrop Opponent 11/3/15 
10 H. Lindstrom Opponent 2/18/16 
11 J. Carmody Opponent 11/5/15 
12 D. Bowen Former County Commissioner 11/4/15 
13 G. Martin Columbia Plateau Energy Facility 3/4/16 
14 J. Luce Former EFSEC Chairman 2/29/16 
15 M. Steuerwalt Former Governor’s Energy Advisor 3/16/16 
16 P. Jewell County Commissioner 11/3/15 
17 R Cridlebaugh Supporter 2/23/16 
18 C. Taylor Former EDP Renewables 2/26/16 
19 D. Steeb Former EDF Renewable Energy 2/16/16 

Interviews are numbered in the order they are referenced in the text. Names and affiliations 
withheld for those who wished to be anonymous. 

Table 2. Interview respondents  
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Appendix B. Interview Protocol 
 
Questions for agency staff / city planners / county officials 
1. Please tell me about the issues that have historically driven politics in your community, prior 

to the announcement of any particular wind energy projects (education, land use, 
employment, etc.). 

a. Please list the community groups that were most active prior to the announcement of 
any particular wind energy projects. 

b. What were the specific interests and concerns of each of these groups? 
c. How responsive have elected representatives / decision makers been to community 

groups in the past? Can you provide specific examples? 
 
2. What can you tell me about the individuals and groups that have been active during the siting 

of the recent wind energy projects (environmental groups, businesses, neighborhood 
associations, unions, etc.)?  [Provide list of proposed projects and dates if needed.] 

a. What were the specific interests and concerns of each of these groups? 
b. How did these groups come together / form in response to the proposals? 
c. How would you characterize the response of elected representatives / decision makers 

to each group’s interests? Can you provide specific examples? 
d. How would you characterize the response of the proponents of the projects to each 

group’s interests to particular groups’ interests? Can you provide specific examples?  
e. How would you characterize the resources available to opponents of the projects? 

supporters of the projects? 
f. Have community groups been receiving support, monetary or otherwise, from outside 

the community? 
g. What were the stances of political and business leaders in the community about the 

project? Did they change over time? Why? 
 
3. What forms of public participation did elected officials, proponents, and decision makers use 

during the process of siting the projects? 
a. What was the nature of public involvement in the planning process? 
b. What role did you play in this process? 
c. What forms of public participation were used by the elected representatives / decision 

makers during the process? By the proponents? 
d. When were these participation processes implemented? 
e. Did you attend or facilitate any of these processes? 
f. Were all interested parties fully able to express their concerns? 
g. In your opinion, were there any groups that were left out of or marginalized from 

these processes? Why or why not? 
h. What role did experts or expert knowledge play in providing comments on the 

projects? Can you provide specific examples?  
i. Were you or others concerned about possible conflicts between the expansion of 

renewable energy and existing state and federal environmental regulations (e.g. 
Endangered Species Act)? Can you provide specific examples?  

j. What role did the comments play in the decision making process? Can you provide 
specific examples of changes made to the plan as a result of comments received? 
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4. How have community members and groups made their voices heard outside of these 

processes for participation in decision-making (ballot initiatives, letter-writing campaigns, 
protests, social media, etc.)? 

a. Have you been surprised by the community’s reaction to these proposals? Why or 
why not? 

b. Did you anticipate lawsuits as a result of the siting processes? If so, around which 
issues? 

c. Have particular events are actions galvanized community involvement or action 
regarding the siting proposals? Probe here. 

d. Were any projects more controversial than others? If so, why? 
 
5. Are there any important issues related to the projects that we haven’t covered yet? 
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Questions for Active Community Members 
1. I would first like to ask you some questions about your political involvement prior to the 

announcement of the proposed facility. 
a. Did you attend city/county/agency meetings prior to the announcement of wind 

energy projects? If so, which ones/dates? If so, please tell me about the types of 
political issues that you were most interested in.  

b. Prior to the announcement, were you involved in any community groups?  
c. Did you participate in any other political activities, outside of official 

meetings/hearings, prior to the the announcement of wind energy projects? 
d. Have you run for political office? 
e. How responsive have elected representatives and business leaders been to community 

groups in the past? Can you provide specific examples? 
f. What issues have historically driven politics in the community (education, land use, 

employment, etc.)? 
 

2. Did you attend city/county/agency meetings about the wind energy projects? 
a. If so, what was it about the wind issue that got you interested in attending? If not, 

why not? 
b. Did you get involved as part of a community group? Which one and why that group? 
c. What are your specific interests and concerns about the wind proposals? 
d. Do you feel your voice has been heard during the process? 
e. How would you characterize the resources available to supporters and opponents the 

renewable energy wind projects? 
f. Have you been receiving support, monetary or otherwise, from outside the 

community? 
g. What role did experts or expert knowledge play in providing comments on the 

projects? Can you provide specific examples?  
h. Were you or others concerned about possible conflicts between the expansion of 

renewable energy and existing state and federal environmental regulations (e.g. 
Endangered Species Act)? Can you provide specific examples?  

i. What are the stances of political and business leaders in the community about the 
project? Have they changed over time? Why? 

 
3. Have you participated in any other political activities, outside of official meetings/hearings 

organized by the city, in response to the siting proposal, including ballot initiatives, letter-
writing campaigns, protests, etc? 

a. Have you been surprised by the community’s reaction to the siting proposal? Why or 
why not? 

b. Have particular events are actions galvanized your involvement regarding the siting 
proposal? Probe here. 

c. Were any projects more controversial than others? If so, why? 
 
4. Are there any important issues related to the project(s) that we haven’t covered yet? 
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Questions for Project Representatives  
1. What are the main criteria your company uses for selecting the site of a renewable energy 

(“wind”) project? 
a. How did this site(s) match up with those criteria? 
b. What sort of background information did you collect on the community prior to the 

announcement of the siting proposal? 
c. What was the initial response of influential individuals in the community to your 

proposal? Has this changed over time? 
d. What was the initial response of local citizens or groups to your proposal? Has this 

changed over time? 
 
2. What forms of public participation did your company use during the siting process? 

a. When were these participation processes implemented? 
b. Did you attend or facilitate any of these processes? 
c. Were all interested parties fully able to express their concerns? 
d. Would you characterize the public input process associated with the project as fair? 

Why or why not? 
e. What role did experts or expert knowledge play in providing comments on the 

project(s)? Can you provide specific examples?  
f. Were you or others concerned about possible conflicts between the expansion of 

renewable energy and existing state and federal environmental regulations (e.g. 
Endangered Species Act)? Can you provide specific examples?  

g. What role did the comments play in the decision making process? Can you provide 
specific examples of changes made to your plans as a result of comments received? 
 

3. How have community members and groups made their voices heard outside of these 
processes for participation in decision making, including ballot initiatives, letter-writing 
campaigns, protests, etc? 

a. Have you been surprised by the community’s reaction to your siting proposal(s)? 
Why or why not? 

b. Do you anticipate lawsuits as a result of this siting process(es)? If so, around which 
issues? 

c. Have particular events are actions galvanized community involvement or action 
regarding your siting proposal(s)? 

d. [If multiple projects were proposed in the county] Were any projects more 
controversial than others? If so, why? 

 
4. Are there any important issues related to the project(s) that we haven’t covered yet?  
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Questions for EFSEC 
1. Please tell me a bit about the history of the Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council. 

a. Prior to the review of wind power projects, how responsive has the council been to 
applicants? Public input? 

 
2. What can you tell me about the individuals and groups that have been active during the siting 

of the recent wind energy projects (environmental groups, businesses, neighborhood 
associations, unions, etc.)? 

a. What were the specific interests and concerns of each of these groups? 
b. How did these groups come together / form in response to the proposals? 
c. How would you characterize the response of decision makers to each group’s 

interests? Can you provide specific examples? 
d. How would you characterize the response of the proponents of the projects to each 

group’s interests to particular groups’ interests? Can you provide specific examples?  
e. How would you characterize the resources available to opponents of the projects? 

supporters of the projects? 
f. Have community groups been receiving support, monetary or otherwise, from outside 

the community? 
g. What were the stances of political and business leaders in the community about the 

project? Did they change over time? Why? 
 
3. What forms of public participation did elected officials, proponents, and decision makers use 

during the process of siting the projects? 
a. What was the nature of public involvement in the planning process? 
b. What role did you play in this process? 
c. What forms of public participation were used by the elected decision makers during 

the process? By the proponents? 
d. When were these participation processes implemented? 
e. Did you attend or facilitate any of these processes? 
f. Were all interested parties fully able to express their concerns? 
g. In your opinion, were there any groups that were left out of or marginalized from 

these processes? Why or why not? 
h. What role did experts or expert knowledge play in providing comments on the 

projects? Can you provide specific examples?  
i. Were you or others concerned about possible conflicts between the expansion of 

renewable energy and existing state and federal environmental regulations (e.g. 
Endangered Species Act)? Can you provide specific examples?  

j. What role did the comments play in the decision making process? Can you provide 
specific examples of changes made to the plan as a result of comments received? 

 
4. How have community members and groups made their voices heard outside of these 

processes for participation in decision-making (ballot initiatives, letter-writing campaigns, 
protests, social media, etc.)? 

a. Have you been surprised by the community’s reaction to these proposals? Why or 
why not? 
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b. Did you anticipate lawsuits as a result of the siting processes? If so, around which 
issues? 

c. Have particular events are actions galvanized community involvement or action 
regarding the siting proposals? Probe here. 

d. Were any projects more controversial than others? If so, why? 
 
5. Are there any important issues related to the projects that we haven’t covered yet?  
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Questions for Governor’s Office 
1. When EFSEC sent a recommendation to the governor on a wind project, what were the 

criteria she used to evaluate it and make her decision? 
e. How did the wind farms in Kittitas County match up with this criteria? 
f. To your knowledge, what was the level of support and opposition to the projects in 

Kittitas County? How did that compare to cases in other parts of the state? 
 

2. How did the role of EFSEC evolve from reviewing large nuclear, oil, and gas facilities to 
also reviewing alternative energy projects? 

 
3. What were the opinions about decision making at the county level versus the state level on 

wind projects? Is this an issue people felt strongly about? Can you provide examples of any 
specific concerns about the consequences of making decisions at the county or state level? 

g. Did you see any of these opinions change over time? 
h. Have you seen these sentiments expressed in other parts of the state? 

 
4. Did you see a difference between the county proceedings and the EFSEC proceedings? 

i. Were all interested parties fully able to express their concerns? 
 

5. The county instituted a wind overlay zone in 2007, inspired by Klickitat County. Has this 
strategy come up in other parts of the state? Has it had an impact on wind development at the 
county level? EFSEC level? 
 

6. Are there any other important issues related to these projects that we haven’t covered yet? 


